FULL-TIME KINDERGARTEN OPENINGS

The Center for Young Children Laboratory School at the University of Maryland, College Park has a few openings left in the full-time, MSDE-approved Kindergarten classroom for school year 2018-2019.

Eligibility Requirement:
Child must be age 5 by September 1, 2018.

Kindergarten Features:
• Two teachers in a co-teaching environment -- both teachers have earned their Bachelor’s degrees (Early Childhood and Elementary Education) and Master’s degrees (Reading Instruction and Teacher Leadership)
• Additional support staff (undergraduate students assisting in the classroom) which allows for lots of teacher-guided small group and individual instruction and a high teacher-to-student ratio
• Kindergarten Core Day Schedule with access to Morning and Afternoon Gathering Programs (7:30-8:30 and 4:30-5:30)
• Project-based and play-based curriculum model with the addition of focused Literacy, Math and Science Workshops that support the Kindergarten Early Learning Standards for the State of Maryland. Constructivist in theory
• Large outside playground space and opportunities in the morning and afternoon for outside activities
• Observation booths for visitors, researchers, and families to observe practice
• Strong involvement of our Parent-Teacher Partnership group
• Beautiful and bright physical space with lots of natural light
• Maximum class size – 21
• Cost - $12,100 for the academic year Core Day tuition (can be broken down into 10 equal installments; Morning and Afternoon Gathering Programs additional fee)
• Academic year 2018-19 runs August 28 - June 6

If interested, please go to our admissions page on the CYC website: http://www.education.umd.edu/CYC/admission.html

For more information, contact Curriculum and Enrollment Specialist Leslie Oppenheimer (loppenhe@umd.edu) or Program Administrative Specialist Jennifer Haislip (jhaislip@umd.edu) or call us at 301-405-3168.

Complete an application online and email it directly back to the CYC, attention: Jennifer Haislip, Program Administrative Specialist - jhaislip@umd.edu Right now application fees will be waived for the open Kindergarten spaces only!